Knowledge-base for interpretation of cerebrospinal fluid data patterns. Essentials in neurology and psychiatry

Bases do conhecimento para interpretação de padrões de dados em líquido cefalorraquidiano. Essenciais em neurologia e psiquiatria

Hansotto Reiber¹,²

The accompanying review¹ shows, that the conceptual approach to cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) analysis²³⁴ can provide information about many acute and chronic inflammatory, parasitic, oncological or haemorrhagic pathological processes in the brain neither provided by established electrophysiology nor by actual brain imaging techniques. This emphasizes the demand to perform CSF analysis with the highest possible quality⁶. This is not only a demand for analytical accuracy and precision. The recognition of disease-related data patterns is additionally a challenge for a knowledge-based interpretation¹⁷.

This review provides the physiological and biophysical knowledge base of CSF data interpretation¹ together with reference values and comments for the analytical aspects⁶ as well as for common pitfalls in the interpretation of the corresponding analytes.

In the worldwide practice of CSF analysis, outdated methods like CSF electrophoresis, linear IgG Index, eventually chlorine (Cl⁻), Na and K in CSF are still in use, decades after the appearance of better, scientifically founded and more relevant analytes. The interpretation of increased serum protein
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concentrations in CSF, the so called blood CSF barrier dysfunction, is still most frequently explained by the leakage model of the barrier, with terms like barrier impairment or barrier breakdown. But to understand an increased serum protein concentration in CSF as a functional consequence of reduced CSF flow rate instead of expecting a morphological “leakage” is crucial in neurology, psychiatry as well as in neurosurgery or neuropharmacology. This means that the awareness for the knowledge base of CSF data interpretation is an essential for the clinician in neurology or psychiatry as well as for the clinical neuropathologist or neurochemist.

If neurologists or psychiatrists do not ask for diagnostically relevant analytes who else would do it?

In many countries neuroimagining is favored over CSF analysis. But the complete immunoglobulin class analysis (IgG, IgA, IgM) with disease-related patterns can provide an earlier and safer diagnosis and it is also the base for a general quality assessment in the CSF laboratory. The knowledge about the different dynamics of blood- and brain-derived molecules or leptomeningal proteins in CSF supports basic research allowing to identify the source of molecules in CSF or provides a new perspective for fast localization of the paracites in tropical diseases.

The polyspecific antibody synthesis in the brain of multiple sclerosis (MS) patients is the reason for a half century of naive pathophysiological models which expect the condition in brain to represent systemic immunology with a classic antigen/antibody system. Only the sophisticated evaluation of the knowledge base including immigration of B lymphocytes into brain allows a different view.

As further contributions in this review I regard: the widespread glucose analysis in CSF and combined blood could be beneficially replaced by sole lactate analysis in CSF.

There are only very few clinical studies or research reports with an adequate statistics approach for CSF data, in particular if CSF/serum quotients are involved. A free software can change the avoidance strategies.

Finally it may be encouraging for authorities in external quality control systems in the international frame to adopt the knowledge based interpretation system of INSTAND extending the solely numerical data control to a general quality assessment.

Particular considerations about the most relevant IgM analysis in CSF should help to solve evident analytical problems and sharpen the awareness of the clinicians about the interlaboratory analytical variability.

### 1. Blood-derived proteins in CSF

The concentration of blood-derived proteins in CSF is the consequence of passive, molecular size-dependent diffusion (Table 1), modulated by the individually variable CSF flow rate (Figure 1).

With a pathologically reduced CSF flow rate (“blood CSF barrier dysfunction”) serum protein concentrations increase in brain and CSF. This process has two subsequent influences: after a primary increase of the serum proteins in CSF, e.g., by a reduced CSF outflow along the spinal roots in a Guillain-Barré syndrome (GBS), the concentration in the tissue also follows with an increase (in Figure 2 from normal steady state at A to the steady state in B). This means that the local concentration gradient dc/dx at the border between tissue and CSF space is increasing as well. This increased gradient leads to a larger net diffusion into CSF and a further increase of the serum protein concentration in CSF (state C) and so forth.

This process is like a biophysical feed forward mechanism, i.e., the change with increasing CSF concentration (reduced CSF flow rate) results in a nonlinear increase up to a maximal value of QAlb = 500 x 10^-3 (= 50% of blood concentration) and is then decreasing again. This consequence of Fick’s second law of diffusion is shown in Figure 2. As a consequence of this nonlinear function of dc/dxdt with increasing c, the concentration relation between two molecules (e.g., QIgG:QAlb) follows a hyperbolic function. This hyperbolic function depends only on the diffusion coefficients of the both molecules (DAlb and DIgG).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>MW (kD)</th>
<th>R (nm)</th>
<th>CSF: S</th>
<th>Serum CSF</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>Range (g/l)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alb</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>3.58</td>
<td>1:200</td>
<td>35−55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IgG</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>5.34</td>
<td>1:429</td>
<td>7−16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IgA</td>
<td>160</td>
<td>5.68</td>
<td>1:775</td>
<td>0.7−4.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IgM</td>
<td>971</td>
<td>12.1</td>
<td>1:3300</td>
<td>0.4−2.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 1. Serum proteins in normal serum and normal CSF.

The concentration gradient CSF: serum (CSF:S) depends on the mean molecular radius R, corresponding only roughly with molecular weight, MW. Mean concentration values given for IgG, IgA and IgM for the mean QAlb = 5 x 10^-3 are calculated from Qmean in Ref. The biological variation (CV) of CSF concentration values, analysed in a group of N= 300 control patients, are critically dependent on molecular size (diffusion). Serum concentration ranges are the 5th and 95th percentiles.
and the above functionally defined blood-CSF barrier function. The Blood-CSF barrier dysfunction means decreased CSF flow rate

The increased QAlb should not be misinterpreted as a "leakage" of the blood brain barrier. But it is important to discriminate between the morphologically defined blood-brain barrier and the above functionally defined blood-CSF barrier function.

The actual concentration of serum proteins in CSF is a balance between diffusion into CSF and their elimination by CSF flow. This has many consequences:

1) The albumin quotient, QAlb, becomes a reciprocal function of the CSF flow rate (legend of Figure 1)4. As an extreme case, after complete stop of CSF circulation in a corpse, the CSF concentration equals the blood concentration (QAlb = 1000 x 10^{-3} = 0.5) and subsequently decreases to reach a value dc/dx = 0 for a flow rate = 0 (e.g. in a corpse). The curve of the nonlinear concentration gradient in the tissue is part of a Gaussian distribution curve8.

2) Due to the steady diffusion of proteins into CSF along the subarachnoidal flow way the albumin concentration increases 2.5 fold along the rostro-caudal concentration gradient between ventricles and lumbar CSF. The different reference ranges of QAlb in ventricular, cisternal and lumbar CSF have to be taken into consideration. This means also that with increasing extraction volume in lumbar puncture the serum protein concentrations are decreasing.

3) Above a spinal blockage the CSF protein concentrations may be normal but below the blockage the serum proteins are increased but vice versa the concentrations of brain-derived proteins are decreased8,10.

4) In newborn children with a low CSF flow rate we get high concentrations of serum proteins in CSF, as indicated with the high QAlb in Table 2. This is a consequence of the immature arachnoid villi which around birth still restrict the...
CSF turnover. The fast maturation in the first 4 months of life with the highest CSF flow rate during the human life time leads to the lowest QAlb values (Table 2).

5) In older age, due to a decreasing CSF production rate in the choroid plexus the QAlb (with all other serum proteins) is increasing slowly (mathematical function for age related reference range, s. below).

**Pathophysiology of reduced CSF flow rate**

A reduced CSF turnover may be due to a lumbar blockage by a local tumor or complete disc prolap, a local inflammation in the lumbar space, a meningeal carcinosis or a blockage of the choria plexus, the QAlb (with all other serum proteins) decreases with increasing age of the arachnoid villi outlet by protein complexes or sticking meninges (bacterial meningitis) as well as by a blockage of the CSF outflow along the spinal roots (polyradiculitis Guillain Barré). A reduced CSF production rate (medical treatments) may also reduce the CSF turnover.

2. **Brain-derived and leptomeningeal proteins**

20% of the proteins in normal CSF are brain-derived. Proteins which are exclusively synthesized in brain are rare. Some proteins are predominantly brain-derived with only a minor blood-derived component. The universal validity of the molecular diffusion/CSF flow model, i.e., it is also valid for the brain-derived molecules, is the base for a systematic approach to determine the source of a CSF protein either derived from blood or from brain or from leptomeninges.

Brain-derived proteins which are released into ventricular and cisternal CSF are not modified by CSF flow rate. They are therefore evaluated by their absolute concentrations in CSF without reference to QAlb. The rostro-caudal concentration gradient is decreasing for brain-derived proteins between ventricular and lumbar CSF. Some of these glial or neuronal proteins reached diagnostic relevance, like Tau protein, Aβ amyloid peptides, neuron-specific enolase (γγ-dimer) or S100 B protein.

As a basic rule: If the CV value of a molecule is smaller in CSF of a group of patients than in the corresponding serum of this group the molecule must derive primarily from brain. In case of blood derived molecules in CSF their CV in blood must be higher in CSF by the additional individual variation of CSF flow rate.

The leptomeningeal proteins like beta-trace protein, cytatin C or mannan-binding lectin (MBL) are released along the subarachnoidal spinal flow way. Their rostro-caudal concentration gradient is, as expected from the theory, linearly increasing in contrast to the nonlinear gradient for blood derived proteins. They are evaluated as absolute CSF concentrations but with reference to QAlb.

In case of a saturation function with increasing QAlb, like that found for s-ICAM, it must be considered that the molecule is interacting with the subarachnoidal environment. This means that the function is not solely diffusion dependent.

The systematic application of this knowledge allowed the finding that neopterin in CSF derives from brain and not from blood and that the mannan-binding lectin (MBL) in CSF derives from the leptomeninges. A diagnostic application was shown for localization of the different forms of the spinal cord mansonic neuroschistosomiasis.

3. **Small molecules in lumbar CSF**

Changes of small, brain-derived molecules in CSF are not reliably representing brain pathologies as most of them, like cytokines, are metabolized or disappear by reuptake into cells in the interstitial fluid and along the CSF flow way. The exception is neopterin, the endproduct of the tryptophan metabolism, which has no modification between glial cells in brain and lumbar CSF. Its concentration depends only on diffusion and is finally eliminated unmetabolized by the kidneys.

4. **Reference ranges of QAlb and normal barrier functions**

As albumin in CSF originates exclusively from blood, the CSF/serum albumin quotient, QAlb, became the accepted reference value for the characterization of the blood CSF barrier function and as reference for the evaluation of other blood-derived serum proteins in CSF in quotient diagrams (Figures 3, 4, 5).
In contrast to the absolute concentration of the serum protein in CSF the CSF/serum concentration quotient (e.g., QA\textsubscript{Alb}), a dimensionless CSF concentration, allows interpretations independent of the variations in serum (Table 1 and Figure 2) and
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\textbf{Figure 4.} Data distribution of patients with an albumin quotient, QA\textsubscript{Alb}, between $20 \times 10^{-3}$ and $150 \times 10^{-3}$ (Part of the data set with 4300 patients\textsuperscript{5}). The upper and lower curve of the reference ranges as well as the curves for the mean ($Q_{\text{mean}}$) are hyperbolic functions. The data of the three representative patients are either all QA\textsubscript{Alb}, QA\textsubscript{IgG}, QA\textsubscript{IgA}, QA\textsubscript{IgM} at the upper or lower range or all in a middle range. That means: if one quotient is relatively higher then the other both, this indicates very sensitive an increasing intrathecal synthesis already before the quotient is above the reference range ($Q > Q_{\text{lim}}$, IF > 0). The ratio $\Delta Q$/ $Q_{\text{mean}}$ (corresp. to CV) is constant for all QA\textsubscript{Alb} values, but molecular size dependent.

\textbf{Figure 5.} QA\textsubscript{IgG}, QA\textsubscript{IgA} and QA\textsubscript{IgM} values of an individual patient in ventricular (open circle), cisternal (filled circle) and lumbar (square) CSF. The values are in all diagrams on the Q\textsubscript{lim} curve. Ventricular, cisternal as well as lumbar CSF data can be evaluated in the same quotient diagrams. The shown values of QA\textsubscript{Alb} (v) = $3,0 \times 10^{-3}$, QA\textsubscript{Alb} (c) = $4,8 \times 10^{-3}$ and QA\textsubscript{Alb} (l) = $7,5 \times 10^{-3}$ are normal for an age of 75 y. The age-related reference range limits are $3,6 / 6,0 / 9,0 \times 10^{-3}$ correspondingly (bold vertical bars for the lumbar CSF). This diagram was created with the software from Albaum\textsuperscript{21}. 
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avoids a possible bias by a systemic immune reaction or barrier dysfunction. This was shown convincingly by our investigations of the African sleeping sickness (s. review3): The extremely low albumin concentration in blood is cause of a very low albumin value in CSF but it has a normal albumin quotient. The up to twenty-fold increased IgM concentrations in blood cause an increased IgM value in CSF in spite of the absence of an intrathecal IgM fraction in the systemic phase of the disease4. Without analysis of serum this is a potential cause of misinterpretation.

It is not acceptable for a reliable CSF analysis to analyse CSF without the paired serum.

But it is not reasonable to calculate CSF / serum quotients for evaluation of brain-derived proteins or low molecular size compounds like interleukins, as this would increase the imprecision, i.e. decrease the sensitivity of discrimination.

Reference ranges of QAlb

1) The age-dependent reference ranges of the CSF/serum albumin quotient are calculated for adults (including children > 4 y) with the formula17:

\[ \text{QAlb(ref)} < (4 + \text{age(y) / 15}) \times 10^{-3} \]

2) Age-related reference ranges of the albumin quotient of newborn and young children are shown in Table 2.

3) Reference ranges of the albumin quotient in ventricular and cisternal CSF. Due to therostro-caudal concentration gradient for serum proteins in the CSF space the reference range of Qalb also differs for ventricular (V-QAlb), cisternal (C-QAlb) and lumbar CSF (Qalb(ref)) (Figure 5):

\[ \text{V-QAlb} = 0.40 \times \text{QAlb(ref)}; \]
\[ \text{C-QAlb} = 0.65 \times \text{QAlb(ref)}; \]

Due to therostro-caudal concentration gradient the interpretation of values around the reference range limits of QAlb should be generous (QAlb (ref) + 10% for average CSF volumes of 6 ± 5 mL extracted). The extent of pathological Qalb is of minor diagnostic relevance, except in the cases of chronic diseases which should have only minor increases (Qalb < 20 x 10^-3).

Improvements of sensitivity

Igloc- and IgIF values = 0 refer to QLim. So these calculated values represent the minimal amount of intrathecal synthesis which represents the highest diagnostic specificity of the test, but reduces the sensitivity. For higher sensitivity it is possible to refer to Qmean +2s (below) and Qmean (statistics for mean intrathecal synthesis in a group, s. below).

As a quite general determination of an intrathecal immunoglobulin class

The numerical evaluation of intrathecal synthesis of IgG, IgA or IgM uses two parameters, a) the absolute value of intrathecal, locally synthesized immunoglobulin concentration in CSF, IgLoc in mg/l, and b) its relative intrathecal fraction of the total CSF concentration, IgIF in %:

a) IgLoc – locally synthesized immunoglobulin concentration in CSF:

\[ \text{IgLoc} = (\text{qIgG} - \text{qlim(IgG)}) \times \text{IgG serum (mg/L)} \]

The value for IgLoc does not change with the CSF flow rate (QCSF). IgLoc is the best measure for following the dynamics of intrathecal synthesis in the individual patient and is used for calculation of group statistics (below).

b) IgIF – Intrathecal fraction in % of the total CSF concentration:

\[ \text{IgIF} = \frac{\text{IgLoc}}{\text{total CSF IgG x 100}} \]

These intrathecal fractions with reference to Qlim (defined as IgGIF=0) can be directly read from the diagrams (percentage lines in Figure 5).

Quantitation of intrathecal immune response

With the empirical fit from data of 4300 patients the reference ranges for QIgG, QIgA and QIgM in quotient diagrams have been established9 (Figures 3 and 4) and the molecular size-related variables a,b,c were determined for quantitative numerical evaluation of intrathecal fractions3,8. All possible calculation values in CSF analysis are provided by a suitable free software (www.albaum.it).

Reference ranges of QIgG

1) Reference ranges of the albumin quotient in ventricular and cisternal CSF are calculated for adults (including children > 4 y) with the formula17:

\[ \text{QAlb(ref)} < (4 + \text{age(y) / 15}) \times 10^{-3} \]

2) Age-related reference ranges of the albumin quotient of newborn and young children are shown in Table 2.

3) Reference ranges of the albumin quotient in ventricular and cisternal CSF. Due to therostro-caudal concentration gradient for serum proteins in the CSF space the reference range of Qalb also differs for ventricular (V-QAlb), cisternal (C-QAlb) and lumbar CSF (Qalb(ref)) (Figure 5):

\[ \text{V-QAlb} = 0.40 \times \text{QAlb(ref)}; \]
\[ \text{C-QAlb} = 0.65 \times \text{QAlb(ref)}; \]

Due to therostro-caudal concentration gradient the interpretation of values around the reference range limits of QAlb should be generous (QAlb (ref) + 10% for average CSF volumes of 6 ± 5 mL extracted). The extent of pathological Qalb is of minor diagnostic relevance, except in the cases of chronic diseases which should have only minor increases (Qalb < 20 x 10^-3).

5. Immunoglobulins in CSF - Evaluation of intrathecal synthesis

The immunoglobulin synthesis of the isotypes IgM, IgG or IgA in brain derives from B lymphoctes which immigrate into the brain and synthesize immunoglobulins locally in the perivascular lymphocyte cuffs. The B-lymphoctes immigrate affinity matured and isotype specific13 and their pattern is locally varying but rather stable over the initial diagnostic phase of the diseases1.

Quantitative evaluation of intrathecal synthesis

Intrathecal IgG synthesis is detected when QIgG > QAlb (in spite IgGIF = 0%); Intrathecal IgA synthesis is detected when QIgA > QAlb (in spite IgAIF = 0%); Intrathecal IgM synthesis is detected when QIgM > QIgA (in spite IgMIF = 0%).

The still widespread use of linear IgG Index = QIgG/QAlb = 0.7, in particular in cases of increased or low QAlb values provides wrong interpretations6.

Dominance of an intrathecally synthesized immunoglobulin class

The relative value for intrathecal synthesis (Igloc) takes into account that the amounts of IgG, IgA, and IgM synthesized
The Antibody Index depends on 4 different, independent parameters, i.e., for measles antibodies in subacute sclerosing panencephalitis (SSPE) we get:

\[ AI = \frac{AB_{measles(CSF)}/AB_{measles(serum)}}{IgG(CSF)/IgG(serum)} \]

The AI value does not correspond directly to the amount of intrathecal antibody synthesis and can e.g., increase after treatment, if the normalization of the immune response is faster in blood than in brain. Higher blood values (AB measles(serum)) cause a smaller AI. Low blood antibody concentrations in chronic diseases let the intrathecal synthesis appear with high AI values for measles, rubella, varicella Zoster antibodies (MRZ-AI values up to AI=50). The quantitative detection of an intrathecal antibody synthesis in CSF needs a different analytical method and evaluation, but has no diagnostic relevance.

The detection of intrathecally synthesized antibodies (Table 3) is most sensitive with the corrected antibody index which discriminates two cases:

\[ AI = \frac{Q_{spec}}{Q_{spec}} \text{ for } (Q_{spec} > Q_{lim}) \text{ and } AI = \frac{Q_{spec}}{Q_{lim}} \text{ for } (Q_{spec} > Q_{lim}); \]

\[ Q_{spec} = \frac{AB(CSF)}{AB(ser)}, \text{ specific antibody-CSF/serum quotient; } Q_{lim} = \frac{IgG(CSF)}{IgG(ser)}, \text{ empirical immunoglobulin CSF/serum quotient for IgG, IgA or IgM; } Q_{lim} = \text{ upper hyperbolic discrimination line of the reference range for blood-derived immunoglobulins (IgG, IgA or IgM).} \]

Clinically determined reference ranges for the Antibody Index, AI, are found to be:

- Normal values AI = 0.6–1.3;
- Intrathecal synthesis AI ≥ 1.5.

Values of AI < 0.5 are an indication of non-matched CSF/serum samples or of analytical faults.

In cases where IgG and albumin values are not available, the comparison of the \(Q_{spec}\) values from different antibody species may suffice. If, e.g., the \(Q_{spec}\) (measles) is 50% higher than another \(Q_{spec}\) value, than there is evidence for specific intrathecal synthesis of measles antibodies, independent whether the second species is also increased or not.

8. Polyspecific MRZ-antibody reaction

In MS patients, but also in patients with an autoimmune disease with involvement of the brain (Neurolupus, Sjögren syndrome), the intrathecal synthesis of affinity-matured IgG class antibodies shows a huge variety of antigen specificities. The differences between the direct microorganism-driven immune response (e.g., HIV encephalopathy or Fuchs’ heterochromic cyclitis) and the polyspecific immune response (e.g., Multiple sclerosis) are shown in Table 4. This polyspecific antibody response is based on earlier systemic infections or immunizations but does neither need the presence or persistence of the causative antigen in the brain nor any other mimicking antigens. The antibody producing B lymphocytes immigrate from blood as antigen-specific, affinity matured and isotype-specific B cells. A direct comparison
of antigen-driven rubella antibody synthesis with persistent rubella antigen in the eye and the rubella antibody synthesis as part of the MRZ-reaction can document this observation. A comparison between Aqueous humor and CSF in the individual MS patient shows that the MRZ antibody patterns are arbitrary varying in spite of similar statistical frequencies in both body fluids.

Table 3 shows that the frequencies of polyspecific antibodies in MS patients are between 10% and 30% for most of the common antigens, but highest frequencies are observed for measles antibodies (M, up to 80%), rubella antibodies (R, up to 67%) and VZV antibodies (Z, up to 63%). The combined frequency for one to three of them, with up to 96% and for the more specific combination of two to three increased AI’s in up to 75% of the MS cases are the reason for their diagnostic relevance. The individual number of increased AI’s depends on the total amount of intrathecal IgG.

Dagnostically relevant combinations are: MR, RZ, MZ or MRZ. The combination zoster/herpes is not reliable as many Herpes/Zoster caused inflammations have a cosynthesis of the corresponding H or Z antibodies. This combination is not a method-dependant artefact but a frequent biological coactivation.

The polyspecific IgG class antibody response in multiple sclerosis is frequently misinterpreted as a causative part of the pathomechanism. The corresponding intrathecal B cell reaction is better understood as a specificity-independent, selforganizing process.

9. Oligoclonal IgG

The qualitative detection of oligoclonal IgG after isoelectric focussing (IEF) is 50-fold more sensitive for detection of intrathecal IgG than CSF electrophoresis and still more sensitive than the quantitative IgG analysis. Oligobands allow the detection of intrathecal IgG with as little as 0.5% of total CSF IgG, compared to up to 200% for the difference between lower and upper border of a statistically founded reference range. This sensitivity is the consequence of the low blood-derived IgG fraction in CSF which allows already a small fraction of intrathecal IgG to be recognized. The number of bands in IEF depend on the homogeneity of the pH gradient and the amount of intrathecal IgG. A single band is not regarded as "oligo"-clonal. Empirically only in 16 of 100 cases this single band in immune detection was associated with an inflammatory process in CNS. Depending on the quality of the pH gradient and detection method, 2–4 bands (not present in the controls, like the serum of this patient) are regarded as positive for Oligoclonal IgG.

The number and position of the oligoclonal bands are not relevant for the diagnosis.

The parallel focussing of CSF and serum samples allows five standardized interpretations:

• Type 1: normal;
• Type 2 OCB in CSF, not in serum;
• Type 3 OCB in CSF and Serum, but additional OCB in CSF;
• Type 4 Identical OCB in CSF and serum;
• Type 5: Monoclonal bands in CSF and serum.

Type 2 and 3 indicate an intrathecal synthesis, type 4 a systemic, actual inflammation and type 5 a systemic paraproteinemia. One has to be aware that combinations like type 5 + type 2 are possible.

Chronic inflammatory diseases have a high frequency of oligoclonal IgG, e.g., up to 98% in MS, depending on the quality of the method. In acute inflammatory diseases the appearance of OCB may be delayed like in HSV encephalitis or not detectable like in 50% of VZV-dependent facial nerve palsies. In these cases the quantitative complete immunoglobulin pattern may give more relevant information.
OCB is actually still the disease-independent method for the most sensitive detection of an intrathecal IgG class immune response.

Analysis of oligoclonal IgG may be not performed if \(Q_{\text{IgG}} > Q_{\text{Alb}}\) or \(Q_{\text{IgG}} > Q_{\text{IgG}}\). An \(Q_{\text{IgG}} > 10\%\) without OCB has, with reliable methods, a negligible probability.

10. Cytology and brain hemorrhage

The cell count of white cells and erythrocytes (RBC) is worldwide the most frequent and established part of every CSF analysis for the basic indication of an inflammatory process or tumors, but also for the detection of an artificial blood contamination or a brain hemorrhage. The widespread experience with the differential cell counts in cases of inflammatory processes, oncology, paracystology or haemorrhage is extensively described in textbooks with corresponding cell pictures. Accompanying training programs and virtual quality control systems for CSF cytology (www.Instand-ev.de) show the still on-going actual relevance of this essential part of CSF analysis.

Hemorrhage or blood contamination in CSF

The RBC count together with Hemoglobin detection in CSF are an important precondition for a reliable protein data interpretation. The corresponding analytical comments from cytology in the CSF report could be:

- Total cell count was interpreted as a false positive IgM synthesis;
- Correction of CSF albumin and Ig concentrations for blood contamination (in the range of 1000–7000 erythrocytes/µL in the CSF);
- Quotients are not shown as the values are not reliable due to the large blood contamination (false positive IgM synthesis);
- Despite heavy blood contamination, there is evidence for a humoral immune response: \(Q_{\text{IgG}} > Q_{\text{Alb}}\) (or \(Q_{\text{IgA}} > Q_{\text{IgG}}\); or \(Q_{\text{IgM}} > Q_{\text{IgG}}\)).

11. Antigen detection by PCR

In cases of an absent or delayed immune response like in HSV encephalitis the polymerase chain reaction (PCR) is the method of choice. But in many diseases the antibody detection is much more sensitive than the detection of the antigen (e.g. only about <50% borrelia detection compared to 95% for borrelia antibodies).

12. Lactate or glucose

The CSF analysis for lactate or glucose are used for differential diagnosis of a bacterial vs viral cause of an acute meningitis or meningo encephalitis. Lactate has the advantage that only the CSF analysis is necessary (CSF values don’t depend on variations of blood lactate concentration due to the saturated lactate transporter). In contrast to lactate, glucose analysis needs the combined CSF and serum values to take into account the fast active transport between blood and CSF. This is e.g. relevant in cases of diabetic patients where the increased CSF glucose value would have the consequence of a false negative interpretation of a pathologically reduced value in CSF. As a further advantage, the pathologically increased lactate values remain longer detectable than decreased glucose concentrations. The normal range of CSF lactate is age dependent. Pathological values: CSF/Ser (gluc) \(< 0.45\), Lactate \(> 2.1–2.6\) mmol/l. Slightly increased lactate values (\(< 3.4\) mmol/l) are without clinical relevance. Increased lactate values (\(> 3.4\) mmole/l) together with the immune response pattern and cell count are of basic differential diagnostic relevance.

13. IgM analysis in CSF

Due to the particular relevance of IgM as part of the immunoglobulin synthesis pattern in CSF, its analysis deserves a particular consideration.

IgM analysis in CSF remained notoriously problematic since its invention due to the low concentrations. The CSF: serum gradient of the large IgM molecule is about 1:3300 compared to 1:200 for the much smaller albumin (Table 1). 63% of the normal controls have CSF-IgM concentrations \(< 0.3\) mg/L with a median of 0.08 mg/L. Only the ELISA reaches a necessary analytical sensitivity for the complete normal range of IgM in CSF (> 0.005 mg/L). The automated particle amplified nephelometric methods reach a sensitivity of about 0.05 mg/l (Beckman-Coulter, actual assay since 2014) or 0.15 mg/l (Siemens). The diagnostic relevant concentration values in the daily routine analysis are shown in Table 5. 30% of the IgM concentrations were \(< 0.2\) mg/L, i.e. not reliably measurable.

Comparison of Methods

The ELISA, used in the 1980ies for IgM analysis was replaced by the more convenient performance in automated nephelometric immunoochemical methods, later improved for IgA and IgM by signal amplification with latex particles. The turbidimetric assay is principally less sensitive than nephelometric assays, but was reinvented recently (Roche) without convincing results for IgM so far.

Table 5. Frequencies of diagnostic relevant concentrations of IgA and IgM in CSF. Data from 8500 consecutively received samples analysed in the Neurochemistry Laboratory, University Göttingen, in 2005–2006.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Conc</th>
<th>Frequencies</th>
<th>Conc</th>
<th>Frequencies</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>mg/L</td>
<td>N/8467 %</td>
<td>mg/L</td>
<td>N/8470 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt; 0.2</td>
<td>2,642 31.2</td>
<td>&lt; 0.3</td>
<td>155 1.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.2–0.8</td>
<td>3,833 41.7</td>
<td>0.3–2.0</td>
<td>2,311 27.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.8–5.0</td>
<td>1,543 18.2</td>
<td>2.0–8.0</td>
<td>4,107 48.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.0–20</td>
<td>515 6.1</td>
<td>8.0–20</td>
<td>1,111 13.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20–100</td>
<td>207 2.4</td>
<td>20–100</td>
<td>649 7.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt; 100</td>
<td>23 0.27</td>
<td>&gt; 100</td>
<td>137 1.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Hansotto Reiber. Knowledge base for CSF data interpretation
From external quality control of INSTAND\textsuperscript{32}, Germany (www.Instand-ev.de), we learned about the discrepancies for CSF IgM analysis between the most frequent nephelometric assays from Beckman Coulter and from Siemens (former Dade Behring).

From theoretical reasons, it is proposed to analyse CSF and serum (diluted) in the same analytical run of the CSF assay to reduce the error propagation in the CSF/serum quotient for two independent measurements in CSF and serum. But this is only of advantage if the calibration curve fulfils a demand for concentration-independent recovery of serially diluted samples analysed within the same default dilution.

Siemens nephelometry has a problem with up to 100% variation between calibrations at the lowest calibrator value (0.15 mg/L IgM). This is hidden by the mathematical fit of the calibration curve always indicating deviations <1–3% . Siemens creates additionally a particular problem with the badly matched calibrations between their serum assay and CSF assay. As 40% of the users analyse serum in the (cheaper) serum assay instead diluted in the CSF assay the results are in some IgM concentration ranges up to 30% different between both assays of the Siemens group (reports of CSF surveys in www.instand-ev.de).

In contrast to Siemens, Beckman Coulter has reacted on the problems discovered in the CSF surveys (reports in www.INSTAND-ev.de). Their latest improvement made their nephelometric system very sensitive and with a very good interlaboratory accuracy and precision. But the “rate nephelometry” of Beckman\textsuperscript{,} compared to a “two point analysis” of Siemens\textsuperscript{,} needs a strong amplification of the reaction rate, reached by addition of polyethylene glycol. This seems to create a particular problem with variable stabilities of the large IgM molecules in some samples. Eventually the control of bivalent ions in the assay reagents may solve this problem.

A general problem in nephelometric analysis comes from the suppliers badly chosen ranges of default dilutions with a correspondingly high imprecision and unreliable accuracy (variations in the reports from INSTAND surveys with different concentration ranges, see www.instand-ev.de). The nephelometric assays would gain higher reliability, simply by rethinking the suitable concentration ranges for the point of change between default dilutions.

**Recommendation for the CSF laboratory and IgM assay suppliers:**

In diagnostically critical cases of low IgM concentrations or low IgM quotients it is proposed to repeat the IgM analysis in CSF and serum with different sample dilutions. The quality of the method in the laboratory can easily be controlled by analysis of a serial diluted serum sample down to the CSF concentrations, measured in between the same default dilution and calculation of the recovery. Comercial control samples with suitable low concentrations for CSF analysis (0.2–0.5 mg/l IgM\textsuperscript{15}) are still missing.

**Qualitative IgM in MS**

The successful isoelectric focussing for oligoclonal IgG\textsuperscript{2} unfortunately can not be applied to IgM analysis as the large pentameric IgM molecule must be dissociated into monomers for the isoelectric focussing in gels. This destroys the concept of a clone-related band as the gel presents agglomerations of IgM monomers from different clones. This bias leads to the false interpretations in case of barrier dysfunctions with increased blood derived IgM in CSF\textsuperscript{28}.

Also the use of a linear IgM Index is the source of many false interpretations and should be omitted\textsuperscript{28}.

**14. Quality assessment system in the CSF laboratory**

The internal and external quality control system for the CSF laboratory was described in detail\textsuperscript{31}. The external quality assessment system (EQAS) of INSTAND\textsuperscript{32} takes into account the data interpretation (www.instand-ev.de) analogous to the knowledge based interpretation of combined CSF data in the CSF report\textsuperscript{1}. With this concept we got an extension from the solely control of accuracy for single parameter values to a general quality assessment integrating the interpretation training of the clinical chemist.

The actualization of the parameter spectrum offered by several control institutions will significantly contribute to the quality of CSF analysis by replacing ancient, outdated parameters like chloride(Cl\textsuperscript{−} ) analysis or CSF electrophoresis.

**15. Statistics and clinical studies with CSF/serum quotients.**

The rare clinical studies and scientific papers which use a correct statistical evaluation of CSF protein data may depend on the missing mathematical experience. A new software program (www.albaum.it) allows the statistical characterization of groups of CSF/serum quotients\textsuperscript{21}.

The statistics calculate the mean frequencies of intrathecal synthesis in a group and also the mean quantities of intrathecal synthesis.

Mean frequencies: In contrast to the diagnostic approach for the evaluation of a single patient with reference to the upper limit of the reference range Qlim (Qlim = Qmean +3 SD, corresponding to a 99% level), the statistical approach for comparison of groups refers to the smaller reference range (Qlim = Qmean +2 SD, corresponding to a 96% level) as shown in Figure 3. As a consequence we get more reliable interpretations in particular in groups including many patients with a weak intrathecal Ig synthesis. The data for multiple sclerosis patients\textsuperscript{25} can show the relevance: In a group with 98% positive oligoclonal IgG we find with reference to Qlim = Qmean+3SD only 75% with IgGloc > 0, but a frequency with 92% of pathological IgG in CSF if referred to the lower reference values Qmean+2SD. This was of particular relevance for the evaluation of IgM synthesis in young children with MS\textsuperscript{29}. 
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Mean Quantities: The calculation of the mean amount of immunoglobulin synthesized in brain uses the Igloc(mean) with reference to Qmean instead of Igloc with reference to Qlim. 
\[ \text{Igloc (mean)} = [Q\text{lg} - \text{Qmean (lg)}] \times \text{IgSerum (mg/L)}. \]

Such a calculation could be necessary to show the influence of a treatment in a patient group or to proof the null hypothesis for a group without intrathecal synthesis like a group of psychiatric patients\(^8\). The software of Albaum\(^21\) offers a corresponding statistics program. To detect the mean of intrathecal synthesis in a group of patients, the program calculates for each patient the individual Igloc (mean) and calculates with these values the mean and CV of the group.

This calculation takes into account that each patient has a different QAlb with a correspondingly different Qmean for calculation of the Igloc (mean). The free software\(^21\) offers the data to perform a t-test sufficient to check the Null hypothesis\(^8\) and calculate significances with p-values. As control data the data set of the 4300 patients, used for the development of the Reibergrams\(^8\), are integrated in the program\(^21\).
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